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Abstract — The approach proposed in this paper is based on 

the idea of creating a knowledge database aboard a nanosatel-
lite that allows the reconfiguration of onboard software in order 
to choose the most appropriate algorithm for attitude determi-
nation and change parameters of the algorithms used. The pa-
per presents the results of the research concerned with the 
SamSat nanosatellite platform: analysis of performances and 
formation of requirements to the instrument errors of the sen-
sors used in the attitude control system to ensure the required 
accuracy of the problem solution; structure of knowledge data-
base; logic of the onboard computer operation in terms of the 
choice of the applied attitude determination problem solution 
algorithm; simulation results of realization of the given ap-
proach on the model problem. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
By now a large number of the spacecraft attitude deter-

mination algorithms using various structures of measurement 
information has been developed. These algorithms are 
adapted to be used aboard nanosatellites. Depending on the 
nanosatellite mission, the capabilities of its onboard comput-
er and some other factors, the attitude determination problem 
can be solved as follows: with the use of one-time measure-
ments (by the algorithms based on the vector coordination 
method, for example, the QUEST algorithm [1,2], the 
TRIAD algorithm [3] and their modifications); by the algo-
rithms based on processing of the accumulated sample of 
measurements (the Kalman filter and its modifications [4]; 
the algorithms based on minimization of the objective func-
tion with the use of motion model, the computing basis of 
which are the Levenberg-Marquardt method, the Gauss-
Newton method, the differential evolution algorithm [5,6,7]). 

As a rule, aboard the nanosatellite, the attitude determina-
tion problem is solved by one or two algorithms that are 
prestored in the onboard computer. The development of an 
approach that should improve the nanosatellite fault tolerance 
is a relevant problem since nanosatellites make use of com-
mercial measuring sensors and measurement information 
sources (for example, solar battery panels) whose error and 
long-term stability characteristics are low in near-earth space. 
Fault tolerance can be increased by improving the intelligence 
and adaptability of the onboard software. As regards solution 
of the problem of determining the nanosatellite attitude under 
redundancy of measurement information, the goal can be 
achieved by reconfiguration of algorithms and the adaptation 
of their parameters to the current state of nanosatellite 
onboard systems. 

II. NANOSATELLITE ATTITUDE DETERMINATION 
PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The nanosatellites of the SamSat family developed at Sa-
mara University are made as nanosatellites of the CubeSat 3U 
format that are intended to carry out scientific and technologi-
cal experiments in low-earth orbits [8, 9]. To ensure the per-
formance of such experiments, it is necessary to control the 
nanosatellite attitude. The typical missions of the CubeSat 3U 
nanosatellites concerned with scientific experiments are the 
international QB50 project (study of the Earth thermosphere), 
the project on studying the Earth ionosphere and magneto-
sphere (initiated by Samara University, project participants 
are the Russian higher education institutions and RAS institu-
tions). The required attitude accuracy of the nanosatellites in 
these projects must be no worse than 5 degrees. 

A. The sensors and other measurement information 
sources used 
Let's consider a nanosatellite with the following sensors 

and measurement information sources: a navigation receiver 
and three navigation antennas (A1, A2 and A3), two magne-
tometers (M1 and M2), six solar sensors (SS) and six solar 
battery panels (SB). They provide a set of measurement in-
formation that is sufficient to solve the nanosatellite attitude 
determination problem with various algorithms: 

 navigation solutions zyxzyx  ,,,,, , ephemerides of 

navigation satellites iii zyx ,,  ( Ni ,1 ), numbers of 
visible and invisible navigation satellites, 

 Tiiii zyx 1111 ,,A  are the vectors of direction cosines 
of the antenna phase centers in the body reference 
frame (i=1,2,3 are the antenna numbers) from the 
navigation receiver; 

 the Earth magnetic field vectors  T
111

i
Z

i
Y

i
X

i hhh ,,1 H  
(i=1,2) from the magnetometers; 

 the Sun position information  T
111

1111
1 ,, ZYX sssS  from 

the solar sensors; 

 the values of current  T
111

2222
1 ,, ZYX sssS  from the solar 

battery panels. 

The above-mentioned sensors and sources of measure-
ment information have the following errors: 400 nT for the 
magnetometers; 5 ° for the navigation receiver; 0.06 ° for the 
solar sensors. The error values are standard for this class of 
sensors [9, 10]. To determine the quality of value of current 
from the solar battery panels the model of their degradation 
is used [11]. The research was carried out at the expense of a grant from the Russian 

Science Foundation (project no. 17-79-20215). 



B. The mathematical models used 
To solve the problem of attitude determination, there is 

the necessity to calculate some mathematical models onboard 
the nanosatellite: models of the nanosatellite motion for ob-
taining values of orbit elements [12]; models of the Earth 
magnetic field [13]; models of the Sun motion [14]. 

III. AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO IMPROVING 
INDEPENDENCE AND FAULT TOLERANCE OF SOLVING THE 
PROBLEM OF DETERMINING NANOSATELLITE ATTITUDE 

A. Knowledge database structure 
The main idea of this approach is to create a knowledge 

database aboard the nanosatellite including: 

 initial (nominal) values of measurement reliability 
coefficients (MRC)that define their contribution to 
the attitude determination problem solution; 

 initial (nominal) instrument errors of sensors and 
measurement information sources that have to be 
considered in forming the weight coefficients; 

 models of changes in the instrument errors of sensors 
and measurement information sources including the 
models formed as a result of the ground thermal vac-
uum and vibration tests used in forming the weight 
coefficients of the objective function that is applied in 
the attitude determination problem solution depend-
ing on the nanosatellite current operating conditions; 

 a set of the attitude determination algorithms used for 
various cases of different types of information inte-
gration (algorithm of vector coordination (Wahba 
problem) [15,16], algorithm based on matrix relation 
[15], algorithm for spatial visibility of navigation sat-
ellites [10]). 

The structure of the knowledge database is presented in Table I. 

TABLE I.  THE KNOWLEDGE DATABASE STRUCTURE 

No. MRC SS MRC SB MRC M1 MRC M2 MRC A1 MRC A2 MRC A3 Algorithm 
1 SDk1  SBk1  1

1
Mk  2

1
Mk  1

1
Ak  2

1
Ak  3

1
Ak   

 
Attitude determination algorithms that corre-

spond to the current MRC 
2 SDk2  SBk2  1

2
Mk  2

2
Mk  1

2
Ak  2

2
Ak  3

2
Ak  
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B. Logic of functioning of the nanosatellite attitude 
determination algorithm 
The logic of functioning of the algorithm for the 

nanosatellite attitude determination that takes into account 
a set and quality of measurement information is presented 
in Fig. 1. In the nanosatellite orbital flight, the knowledge 
database is replenished as a result of the analysis of current 
state of sensors and measurement information sources and 
also owing to the use of models of their instrument error 
variations.  

In the course of the nanosatellite operation, the 
onboard computer accesses the knowledge database and 
carries out the reconfiguration of the onboard software, 
changing the parameters of the algorithms used. It is real-
ized by the analysis of quantity and quality of measure-
ment information (the value of angular rate, the aprioristic 
attitude information) depending on the angular motion 
character (the uncontrolled motion or reorientation pro-
cess). In addition, two measurement vectors from magne-
tometers are to be matched, as well as two vectors from 
solar sensors and solar battery panels. As a result a deci-
sion is made on the choice of measurement set and the 
applied algorithm for attitude determination problem solu-
tion; new weight coefficients of measurements are formed. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 
Mathematical simulation was carried out for the model 

problem of attitude determination with the following initial 
data: circular orbit (height is 300 km); the longitude of 
ascending node is 170 °, orbit inclination is 63 °. 

Figs. 2 and 3 and also Reference [10] present the re-
sults of solution of the model problem of the nanosatellite 
attitude determination using various algorithms with dif-
ferent sets of measurement information. Of the problem 
solutions with all possible combinations of the available 
measuring information, only two results are presented in 
Fig. 2, the one with the minimum (A2+S) and the one of 
the maximum (A1+A2+A3+S+H) accuracy. 

V. CONCLUSION 
Errors of the sensors used and methodical errors of the 

applied algorithms enable to reach the required accuracy of 
solution of the nanosatellite attitude determination problem. 

The approach proposed in this paper allows to expand 
significantly the range of cases, in which it is possible to 
find the solution of the nanosatellite attitude determination 
problem with the reconfiguration of onboard software.  



 

 
Fig. 1. Logic of functioning of the nanosatellite attitude determination algorithm  (AES – analysis of existing solutions, ADA – attitude 

determination algorithm, KDB – the knowledge database, AMA - analysis of measurement availability) 

  
Fig. 2. Results of simulation of finding of a precession angle ( ) 

by means of algorithm based on matrix relation with one 
measurement vecto 

Fig. 4. Results of simulation of finding of a precession angle ( ) 
by means of algorithm for vector coordination with different sets 
of measurement information 
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